[The comparative analysis of various amyloid models].
Considered natural and experimental amyloidosis models in the existing theories context and known amyloidogenesis mechanisms. Available clinical and experimental observations indicate that the opinion of a fatal incurable amyloidosis wrong. It is shown that there is a significant amount of experimental easily replicable amyloidosis models, which may be used for practicing the treatment methods of this pathology. We offer an amyloidosis models classification: natural (animal models with generic amyloidosis), cell clones, artificial (infectious, protein, etc.). Based on the analysis of amyloidosis existing models concluded--none of the accepted in the scientific the theories community for amyloid building does not combine or explains all known facts about the amyloidogenesis mechanisms. It is assumed that there is a proteins group, the beta-sheet structure, which are potentially capable of amyloid conformation building. It is assumed that beta-sheets of these proteins have similar amino acid composition. The condition for the amyloid building conformation is getting too much protein in sufficient quantities in an uncharacteristic place where the ionic strength of the tissue fluid is such that it promotes the amyloid building conformation. It is assumed that an unfortunate amount of ionic strength environment amyloid protein is provided by polysaccharides, tubulins proteins and ionized silicon.